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ABOUT US

WE BRING TRANSFORMATIONS TO
BUSINESSES

Acelot consists of Leaders and Industry experts who have worked handson in business transformation projects, leading large teams as coaches,
mentors and managers and partnered as consultants with organization in
their transformational growth stories. Now, these experts are ready to work
for

you.

We

can

lead

organizations

in

designing

and

implementing

transformation programs to drive exponential revenue growth.
Our approaches are intensely focused on top and bottom-line results by
Defining,

Designing,

Determining

key

metrics

and

Delivering

innovative

Go-to-Market strategies.

VISION
To be a catalyst in the
business of our customers
by helping them achieve
profitable growth through
our services of consulting,
coaching and contracting.
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COACHING
UNLOCKING POTENTIAL
MAXIMIZING PERFORMANCE

Coaching is to enable individuals and groups of individuals (teams) to
broaden, develop, and motivate each other to achieve improvement in
their performance. Acelot is privileged to leverage the diversity of its
Coaches to suit the specific organizational and personal needs for the
coaching engagement. At Acelot the coach observes performance,
shares knowledge and expertise, and provides encouragement to reach
continuously higher levels of performance. Acelot enables to develop the
thinking and actions in response to different situations and also the
approach is to encourage learning, growth, and teamwork all at the same
time.

TrainingAcelot has industry-specific trainers to work on each assignment and all
content is curated by the CXO team.
Our Training Programs cover:
Sales Programs (Both for B2B and Channel management)
HR Programs

MentoringWith our rich CXO panel of advisors, we offer quality mentorship on varied
roles specifically on sales, HR, and business leadership. This in its way
forward offers an excellent networking tool to the mentee.

CoachingAcelot provides Executive coaching to focus on leadership and grow
them to take the organization to the next level.
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CONSULTING
MORE THAN
JUST A SOLUTION

Acelot
And

help companies overcome challenges, increase revenue or grow

help organizations to improve their performance and efficiency.

Acelot

professionals

analyze

and

create

solutions

while

also

helping

companies meet their goals. Acelot integrated approach is to Create and
Execute SMART Business Strategy and for this Acelot follow -

Steps to Succeed

Right

Right

Right

Strategy

Capability

Engagement

Right Strategy-

Right Capability-

Right Engagement-

At Acelot we use different

Acelot work very closely

Various tools are

tools ensuring that there is

with the organisation to not

used to ensure the

consistency in our decision- only identify the various
making framework and

capability needed to be

create a S.M.A.R.T.

successful at each of the

business strategy to win in

identified stages but also

the market place and a

help to define them at each

detailed Go to Market

stage and subsequently

strategy for execution on

track performance against

the planned

the identified success.

strategy.

vision of brand
and culture is
effectively
communicated to
all, which in turn ensure
profitable returns.We
help you define your
brand strategy and
grow your brand value.
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CONTRACTING
PARTNER OF
TRUST AND QUALITY

The days of black-suited stiff-lipped consultants who would come with their
lofty ideas do some preaching and walk off with hefty fees are gone. In
Acelot we believe in the simple philosophy of “Walk the talk”.Which means
that if we are recommending a course for your journey of transformation
(under our consulting services) then we are there to deliver it on the ground
for you. That is where our Contracting services are a key to our stake in the
game.

StaffingWe offer this capability through the three distinct
partnership models:
Payroll Management
Hiring
Staffing

Process DeliveryOur range of process delivery includes:
Marketing
Virtual CXO program
Setting up Of Offices/Retail Outlet
Event Management
Sales Operations & much more

Document ManagementWe are expert in Document Management Solutions. We
offer 2 services:
Digitisation
Custodian Services
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BUILDING NEW AGE
ENTREPRENEUR: ACELOPRENEUR

Acelopreneur is a unique program that is changing lives of young and
dynamic individuals,who want to set up their own business and be master
of their destiny. We in Acelot work on the two-basic proposition of:

ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Entrepreneur Training- Courses designed mainly to build business
models from the basic to advance. Work with Acelot as an
Entrepreneur Acelot provides with a host of tested products
which can be offered to the customers.

EMPLOYBILITY
Corporate Specific Training-Services delivered by Trainers and
Founders having 25+ years Corporate Experience Corporate
Placements- We mould our courses according to the needs &
trends in the Corporate
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CAMPUS TO CORPORATE:
GET THAT JOB

On one side India is faced with the
challenges of unemployment and on
the other side, the challenge is
finding the right set of employable
human resources. Acelot program
addresses both concerns.

Acelot's structured programs help
students gained the required soft
skills to clear the selection process
and be able to sustain a successful
career. Industry experts help them
gain deep insights and also create
the right network as they progress in
their career and thus a fresh
Graduate can get Placement and a
Corporate can get custom trained
Freshers for their work Force.

The larger objective is to make
people employable through soft skill
grooming interventions and hands-on
practical application.
This drastically reduces the time (thus
cost) for the corporate to achieve the

Key Features

desired productivity from the fresh

1. Pragmatic and Practice-oriented

recruits. We partner with Colleges /

approach

Universities and corporate to build a

2. Insight into High in Demand Soft

holistic ecosystem of Employment and

Skills and Technology based Skills

Employability.

3.Professional Certification
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UNIQUE 4D APPROACH
At Acelot we have developed a unique approach that we refer to as 4D.
It has proven to yield extra-ordinary results.

Discover-

Detail Strategy-

Acelot get a thorough understand-

At Acelot Simplicity is the core of all

ing of the organization and their

detailing. This vital step is co-

issues by engaging with various

creating the solutions to address

stakeholders. The validation of

the need. The requirement is

concerns and issues

addressed choosing

is done by cross-

the most appropriate

referencing and

course of action for

taking an outsider

the realization of

approach in

organizational goals

perspective and
mutually arrive at

and objectives

4D
APPROACH

the requirement
that needs to be

and thereby
achieving the
organizational

fulfilled.

vision.

Deliver-

Determine Impact-

Acelot adopt a
hands-on approach with the
delivery process with Extensive use
of technology and application of
modern principles ensure timebound delivery with agreed
milestones and the solution is
delivered by experts.

Acelot critically evaluate
all the deliverables in defined
stages. Acelot identifies areas of
improvement and implement
course correction. Thus starting the
virtuous cycle of continuous
improvement of extra-ordinary
results.
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WHY ACELOT?

A single window for all customers of

Highly Experienced CXOs and

promoters in the management.

Consultants specialised in various industrial segments.

Distinct Methodology.

Customized Programs.

Innovation Driven.

Technology and data driven solutions.

On ground Programs- Walk the Talk.
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TESTIMONY

Team Acelot has really helped us transform the corporate sales
team and channel sales team to be more proactive, customer
centric and flawlessly handle custormer situation through winning
sales strategies.

Sandeep Banerjee
Senior Vice President, Johnson Group

OUR CLIENTS
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